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AGENDA 

 

Pickleball Site Suitability Study Task Force Meeting #3 

Thursday, October 6, 2022  

4:00 – 6:00 p.m. 

Maintenance Center, Willow Room A 

17601 Pilkington Rd 

                                                           
 

Contact: Kyra Haggart, Project Manager 
Email:  khaggart@lakeoswego.city 
Phone:  503-697-6576 

 
For a link to join this meeting remotely via Webex, please visit the City Meetings and Events calendar at 
https://www.ci.oswego.or.us/calendar, or contact khaggart@lakeoswego.city by noon on October 6, 
2022. 
 
The meeting location is accessible to persons with disabilities. To request accommodations, please 
contact the staff liaison at least 48 hours before the meeting. 

 

Task Force Objective: Review and refine prioritization results; select up to three sites for 
further evaluation. 
 
I. 4:00 Welcome and Introductions (5 mins)  Kyra Haggart, Parks & Recreation 

• Introductions 

• Process and meeting objectives 
 
II. 4:05 Public Comment (30 mins)     

Note: the public comment period for this meeting has been extended to 30 minutes by 
request of a community member. Public comment is limited to 3 minutes per person. 

 
III. 4:35 Review and Refine Prioritization Results (60 mins)   

• Review prioritization methodology and results 

• Task Force discussion and refinement 
 
IV. 5:35 Identify Preferred Alternative(s) (20 mins)   

• Task Force discussion and selection of up to three sites for further evaluation 
 
V. 5:55 Closing (5 mins)    

• Review of next steps 
 
   
ATTACHMENTS: 

• Category A Site Prioritization Methodology and Results Memorandum 

• Public comments received as of 12 PM on Thursday, September 29 

mailto:khaggart@lakeoswego.city
https://www.ci.oswego.or.us/calendar
mailto:khaggart@lakeoswego.city


 

 

 

503-675-3984         380 A AVENUE         PO BOX 369         LAKE OSWEGO, OR 97034          WWW.LAKEOSWEGO.CITY 

TO:  Pickleball Site Suitability Study Task Force 

FROM:  Kyra Haggart, Parks & Recreation 

SUBJECT: Category A Site Prioritization Methodology and Results 

DATE:  September 29, 2022 

Introduction 

The purpose of the memorandum is to outline the methodology and results of the site prioritization 
process. 13 potentially suitable sites were identified by using a set of minimum site criteria to conduct a 
citywide analysis of properties using Geographic Information Systems (GIS). Parks & Recreation staff 
then conducted site investigations and held conversations with private property owners, where 
applicable, to determine the feasibility and approximate timelines and costs associated with developing 
pickleball courts on each site. 

During the course of property owner outreach some sites were eliminated from further consideration, 
either at the request of the owners or due to existing plans for the property. These sites included: A1 
(West End Building), A2 and A3 (Mary’s Woods properties), A4 (River West Church parking lot), A6 (Lake 
Oswego Middle School), A7 (Hunt Club), and A8 (Lake Oswego Elementary School). The remaining sites 
include A5 (Rosewood St & Pilkington Rd), A9 (Lakeridge High School south of Overlook), A10 
(Wastewater Treatment Plant), A11 (Westlake Park), A12 (Hazelia Dog Park), and A13 (C3 Church East 
Field). However, in discussions about site A11 Westlake Park, task force members indicated a strong 
desire not to displace existing recreation opportunities at that site. While it has been included in the 
prioritization process for analysis purposes, it is not recommended for this site to move forward as a 
preferred location. 

All sites meet the minimum site criteria, which were reviewed and refined by the Task Force at their first 
meeting on August 4, 2022. The minimum criteria are intended to address the most critical issues 
related to development feasibility and noise impacts to neighbors: 

• Vacant, buildable land that is not constrained by protected natural resource designations or very 
steep slopes (greater than 25%) 

• Minimum of 150’ from the nearest residential property, as measured from the nearest edge of 
the court site to the nearest residential property line1 

• Minimum site size by category:2 
A. 0.5 acres or larger (6+ courts) 

                                                           

1 Assumes utilization of Acoustiblok fencing as minimum noise mitigation measure; additional mitigation may be 
required subject to the results of a site-specific sound study completed by a qualified sound engineer. 

2 Site size includes space to accommodate an on-site parking ratio of approximately 4.5 parking spaces per court 
and a minimum play area of 30’x60’ per court. 

http://www.lakeoswego.city/
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Category A Site Prioritization Methodology and Results 

B. 0.3 - 0.49 acres (4-5 courts) 
C. 0.15 - 0.29 acres (2-3 courts) 

Site Prioritization Criteria and Scoring 
The site prioritization criteria address issues that may impact the feasibility, cost, or timeline of 
development, as well as other factors identified as important to the Task Force. They include factors 
such as the number of courts that could be accommodated on the site; the number of homes in 
proximity to the site and their distances from potential court locations; whether development would 
displace access to existing recreation opportunities; private property ownership; land use feasibility and 
anticipated procedures; the presence of steep slopes on the site; existing transportation access and 
improvements that would be required prior to development; and locational equity factors such as filling 
in of service gaps, number of residents served, and walkable access. These criteria were reviewed, 
refined, and ranked by the Task Force at their second meeting on September 8, 2022. 

Figure 1. Results of anonymous ranking exercise for prioritization criteria at Task Force Meeting #2 

 

 

For each criterion, sites could receive a score of 1-3 points as part of the weighted scoring process. 
Weights for each criterion were assigned based on the results of the criteria ranking exercise at the 
second task force meeting (Figure 1). Task Force members indicated that sites that could accommodate 
6 or more courts was the most important factor for prioritization. Based on these results, staff have 
chosen to focus this analysis on prioritizing Category A sites (sites that can accommodate 6 or more 
courts) at this time. Therefore, the criterion related to the number of courts that can be accommodated 
is not included in the prioritization analysis described in this memo as all sites considered could likely 
accommodate 6 or more courts. 
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Category A Site Prioritization Methodology and Results 

Table 1. Site Prioritization Criteria and Scoring Descriptions 

POINTS CRITERION AND SCORING DESCRIPTION 

Cost of development (weight: 19%) 

3 Minimal cost; little to no delay needed to identify funding 

2 Moderate cost; may be accommodated through existing funding streams 

1 Significant cost; would cause a delay in order to identify funding source(s) 

Implementation timing (weight: 17%) 

3 Can likely be completed within 1 year 

2 Can likely be completed within 1-3 years 

1 Would likely take more than 3 years to complete 

Distance to nearby homes* (weight: 15%) 

3 Fewer than three homes within 300' of site 

2 Three or more homes within 200-300' of site 

1 Three or more homes within 150-200' of site 

Displacement of existing recreation opportunities (weight: 15%) 

3 Would not displace or modify access to an existing recreation opportunity 

2 Would modify but not displace access to an existing recreation opportunity 

1 Would displace access to an existing recreation opportunity 

Current property ownership (weight: 10%) 

3 City-owned 

2 Owned by a partner agency 

1 Privately-owned (note: must be willing seller) 

Land use feasibility (weight: 10%) 

3 Feasible 

2 Feasible but some challenges 

1 Very challenging and/or not feasible 

Slopes and topography (weight: 5%) 

3 No part of the site contains slopes greater than 10% 

2 Some of the site contains slopes greater than 10% 

1 Most of the site contains slopes greater than 10% 

Existing transportation access (weight: 5%) 

3 Existing public right-of-way access, only minor or no improvements needed 

2 Existing public right-of-way access, significant modifications needed 

1 No existing public right-of-way access 

Locational equity (weight: 4%) 

3 Serves more than 500 residences within 1/2 mile and fills gap in access to recreation 

2 Serves more than 500 residences within 1/2 mile, but may be in an already well-served area 

1 Serves fewer than 500 residences and in an already well-served area 

* Distance as measured from edge of potential future court site to nearest residential property line 
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Category A Site Prioritization Methodology and Results 

Site Prioritization Matrix 
The following table provides a summary of the weighted scoring results for each of the six potential sites. 

Table 2. Overall Site Prioritization Matrix 

SITE PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA 

 
Cost of 

development 
Implementation 

timing 
Distance to 

nearby homes 

Displacement 
of existing 
recreation 

opportunities 

Current 
property 

ownership 
Land use 
feasibility 

Slopes and 
topography 

Transportation 
access 

Locational 
equity 

SCORE  
(out of 3) 

WEIGHT 19% 17% 15% 15% 10% 10% 5% 5% 4% 100% 

Site A5: 
Rosewood St 
& Pilkington 
Rd 

2 3 3 3 1 3 3 2 3 2.56 

Site A13: C3 
Church East 
Field 

2 3 3 3 1 1 3 2 2 2.32 

Site A12: 
Hazelia Dog 
Park 

2 2 3 2 3 1 3 3 1 2.21 

Site A10: 
Wastewater 
Treatment 
Plant 

2 1 3 3 2 1 3 1 2 2.03 

Site A11: 
Westlake Park 

2 2 1 1 3 2 3 3 2 1.9 

Site A9: 
Lakeridge 
High School 
South of 
Overlook 

2 1 1 2 2 2 2 1 2 1.63 
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Category A Site Prioritization Methodology and Results 

Detailed Site Scorecards 

Site A5: Rosewood St & Pilkington Rd 

CRITERION WEIGHT SCORE SCORING NOTES 

Cost of development 19% 2 
Cost factors include construction of frontage 
improvements, land use fees, building permits, and 
$150,000 for construction of 6 courts. 

Implementation timing 17% 3 
Anticipate that project could be completed within one 
year of initiation; timing impacts include frontage 
improvements and land use approval. 

Distance to nearby homes 15% 3 
Oswego Place retirement community approximately 
160' east of the site, and one duplex approximately 
280' to the southeast on Willow Court. 

Displacement of existing 
recreation opportunities 

15% 3 None, no existing public recreation on the site. 

Current property 
ownership 

10% 1 

Privately owned; initial conversation with property 
owner of western property indicated possible interest 
in pursuing development via lease and improve option. 
May be able to use existing building on site for 
restroom access and possibly 1-2 indoor courts. Some 
existing parking, but would likely require additional on-
site spaces. 

Land use feasibility 10% 3 
Zoned IP (Industrial Park), Design Review would be 
required. Would likely require parking study and 
possibly traffic study prior to development approval. 

Slopes and topography 5% 3 No slopes greater than 10% present on the site. 

Transportation access 5% 2 
ROW dedication and improvements would be required 
along Rosewood St for western property, and 
Pilkington Rd if eastern property used for parking. 

Locational equity 4% 3 

Would fill an identified gap area in access to 
recreation. Would serves 883 Lake Oswego residences 
within one-half mile of site, though Boones Ferry Road 
and railroad crossing serve as a significant pedestrian 
barrier to residents to the northwest. 

WEIGHTED AVERAGE SCORE 2.56  
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Category A Site Prioritization Methodology and Results 

Site A9: Lakeridge High School South of Overlook 

CRITERION WEIGHT SCORE SCORING NOTES 

Cost of development 19% 2 

Cost factors include design and construction of new 
right-of-way access and on-site parking, land use fees, 
building permits, and $150,000 for construction of 6 
courts. 

Implementation timing 17% 1 

Likely would take three or more years to complete 
given land use process, design and construction of new 
public right-of-way access and on-site parking, and 
developing agreement for joint use and property 
access with School District. 

Distance to nearby homes 15% 1 
Multiple homes in Atherton Heights neighborhood as 
well as Stafford Retirement Home within 200' of site. 

Displacement of existing 
recreation opportunities 

15% 2 

School District indicated that site is occasionally used 
for practice of track and field sports, which would likely 
be displaced with development. Anecdotally, field is 
used as general open space by neighbors. 

Current property 
ownership 

10% 2 
Owned by School District, and initial conversation 
indicated they may be open to the idea with some sort 
of joint use agreement. 

Land use feasibility 10% 2 

Zoned PF (Public Facility); Development Review and a 
Conditional Use Permit would be required. No access 
from Ridge Point would be allowed so would likely 
need to develop additional access along eastern edge 
of property, as well as sufficient on-site parking to 
accommodate new use. Would likely require parking 
study and possibly traffic study prior to development 
approval. 

Slopes and topography 5% 2 
Approximately 3,000 square feet of slopes greater than 
10% in the lower part of the site. 

Transportation access 5% 1 
No current access to proposed location; access from 
Ridge Point would not be allowed. 

Locational equity 4% 2 

In an area with access to ample additional recreation 
amenities (existing and planned). Serves 730 Lake 
Oswego residences within one-half mile of site, with 
minimal barriers to pedestrian access for most. 

WEIGHTED AVERAGE SCORE 1.63  
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Category A Site Prioritization Methodology and Results 

Site A10: Wastewater Treatment Plant 

CRITERION WEIGHT SCORE SCORING NOTES 

Cost of development 19% 2 

Assumed cost factors include design and construction 
of new right-of-way access and on-site parking, land 
use fees, building permits, and $150,000 for 
construction of 6 courts. However, uncertainty is high 
with this site and costs such as soil remediation, 
demolition of existing structures, land acquisition, or 
additional fees may apply. 

Implementation timing 17% 1 
Project would likely not be able to begin until at least 
2026 due to new facility construction timeline. 

Distance to nearby homes 15% 3 No residences within 300' of site. 

Displacement of existing 
recreation opportunities 

15% 3 
None, no existing public recreation on the site and no 
impacts to adjacent recreation at Foothills Park. 

Current property 
ownership 

10% 2 

Owned by City of Portland currently but will be 
acquired by City of Lake Oswego; however, project 
plans include sale of the site. Future plans for the 
property are uncertain, and conversations with project 
manager are needed to identify feasibility. 

Land use feasibility 10% 1 

Property is split zoned PF (Public Facility) for the 
wastewater treatment facility and PNA (Parks and 
Natural Areas) for the portion of the property occupied 
by the northern end of Foothills Park. Would require 
Development Review and Conditional Use Permit. May 
be impacted by floodplain issues. Would likely require 
parking study and possibly traffic study prior to 
development approval. 

Slopes and topography 5% 3 No slopes greater than 10% present on the site. 

Transportation access 5% 1 

No current public access to proposed location; access 
from Foothills Rd is feasible, but would need 
constructed. Pedestrian connectivity would likely be 
required to park and sidewalks on Foothills Rd. 

Locational equity 4% 2 

In an area with access to ample existing recreation 
amenities. Serves 1,634 Lake Oswego residences within 
one-half mile of site, however most of these are on the 
west side of Hwy 43, which serves as a significant 
pedestrian barrier. 

WEIGHTED AVERAGE SCORE 2.03  
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Category A Site Prioritization Methodology and Results 

Site A11: Westlake Park 

CRITERION WEIGHT SCORE SCORING NOTES 

Cost of development 19% 2 

Cost of actual development would be minimal 
($150,000 for construction of 6 courts) but assumed 
additional cost for replacement of displaced recreation 
opportunities. 

Implementation timing 17% 2 

Timing impacts would include extensive public 
outreach regarding displacement/replacement of 
existing recreation, and identification of sites for and 
construction of replacement facilities. 

Distance to nearby homes 15% 1 
Multiple homes in surrounding neighborhood within 
300' of site. 

Displacement of existing 
recreation opportunities 

15% 1 
There would be significant impacts to existing park 
uses in either site location. 

Current property 
ownership 

10% 3 Owned by City of Lake Oswego. 

Land use feasibility 10% 2 

Zoned PNA (Parks and Natural Areas); Development 
Review and Conditional Use Permit would be required; 
would likely require parking study and possibly traffic 
study prior to development approval. 

Slopes and topography 5% 3 No slopes greater than 10% present on the site. 

Transportation access 5% 3 
Existing access available off of Bunick Dr; sidewalks 
already provided along frontage, so minimal 
improvements would be required to right-of-way. 

Locational equity 4% 2 

In an area with access to ample additional recreation 
amenities (existing and planned). Serves 2,935 Lake 
Oswego residences within one-half mile of site, with 
minimal barriers to pedestrian access for most. 

WEIGHTED AVERAGE SCORE 1.9  
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Category A Site Prioritization Methodology and Results 

Site A12: Hazelia Dog Park 

CRITERION WEIGHT SCORE SCORING NOTES 

Cost of development 19% 2 

Cost factors include relocation of dog park to Luscher 
property east of athletic field, design and construction 
of new right-of-way access and on-site parking, land 
use fees, building permits, and $150,000 for 
construction of 6 courts. 

Implementation timing 17% 2 

Likely that project could be completed within three 
years, but impacts to timing include relocation of dog 
park, and design and construction of additional parking 
to support an additional recreation amenity at the site. 

Distance to nearby homes 15% 3 
One single family home within 200' of proposed court 
site, as well as Stafford Retirement home just over 200' 
from site. 

Displacement of existing 
recreation opportunities 

15% 2 
Would relocate existing recreation amenity (dog park) 
to a new location on the site; does not displace the 
amenity but does move it further from the parking lot. 

Current property 
ownership 

10% 3 Owned by City of Lake Oswego. 

Land use feasibility 10% 1 

Zoned PNA (Parks and Natural Areas); would require 
Development Review and likely a Conditional Use 
Permit. Would likely require parking study and possibly 
traffic study prior to development approval. In 
addition, a Conditional Use Permit would likely be 
required for relocation of dog park on property east of 
athletic field, outside of city limits. 

Slopes and topography 5% 3 Some slopes on site but none greater than 10%. 

Transportation access 5% 3 

Site would utilize existing access from Stafford Rd at 
signalized intersection with Overlook; some dedication 
may be required along Stafford for bike lane 
improvements. 

Locational equity 4% 1 

In an area with access to ample additional recreation 
amenities (existing and planned). Serves 479 Lake 
Oswego residences within one-half mile of site, 
including residents of a nearby retirement community. 
Stafford Rd may serve as a barrier to pedestrian access 
for some nearby, though signalized crossing at 
Overlook Dr improves conditions. 

WEIGHTED AVERAGE SCORE 2.21  
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Category A Site Prioritization Methodology and Results 

Site A13: C3 Church East Field 

CRITERION WEIGHT SCORE SCORING NOTES 

Cost of development 19% 2 
Cost factors include land use fees, building permits, 
possible construction of additional parking, and 
$150,000 for construction of 6 courts. 

Implementation timing 17% 3 

Anticipate that project could be completed within one 
year of initiation; timing impacts include land use 
approval and possible development of additional 
parking. 

Distance to nearby homes 15% 3 
One single family home and Stafford Retirement 
community within 200' of proposed court site. 

Displacement of existing 
recreation opportunities 

15% 3 None, no existing public recreation on the site. 

Current property 
ownership 

10% 1 
Initial conversation with property owner indicated 
possible interest in pursuing development via lease 
option or purchase. 

Land use feasibility 10% 1 

Zoned R-15; would require Development Review and 
Conditional Use Permit. Currently has a shared parking 
agreement with Stafford Retirement facility to the 
north; would likely require parking study and possibly 
traffic study prior to development approval and 
additional parking may be required. 

Slopes and topography 5% 3 No slopes greater than 10% present on the site. 

Transportation access 5% 2 

Could use existing access from Stafford, but some 
safety concerns due to volumes and speeds of traffic 
on Stafford. ROW improvements and dedication would 
be required (sidewalks and bike lane). 

Locational equity 4% 2 

In an area with access to ample additional recreation 
amenities (existing and planned). Serves 572 Lake 
Oswego residences within one-half mile of site, 
including residents of a nearby retirement community. 
Stafford Rd may serve as a barrier to pedestrian access 
for some nearby, though signalized crossing at 
Overlook Dr improves conditions. 

WEIGHTED AVERAGE SCORE 2.32  
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Category A Site Prioritization Methodology and Results 

Prioritization Results and Next Steps 
The prioritization process utilized a weighted scoring model to objectively score sites based on the 
prioritization criteria, which were refined and ranked by the task force at their second meeting in 
September. The following is a ranked list of potential sites based on their weighted average scores. 

1. Site A5: Rosewood St & Pilkington Rd (2.56 / 3 points) 
2. Site A13: C3 Church East Field (2.32 / 3 points) 
3. Site A12: Hazelia Dog Park (2.21 / 3 points) 
4. Site A10: Wastewater Treatment Plant (2.03 / 3 points) 
5. Site A11: Westlake Park (1.9 / 3 points)3 
6. Site A9: Lakeridge High School South of Overlook (1.63 / 3 points) 

At the third task force meeting on October 6, 2022 members will review the ranked list of potential 
sites, refine the ranked order if needed, and discuss which site(s) staff should carry forward to develop 
draft site layouts and implementation plans. Up to three preferred alternatives may be identified. The 
preferred alternative(s) will be shared with City Council on November 15 for further direction. 

                                                           

3 At their second meeting on September 8, 2022 the Task Force expressed a strong desire not to displace the 
existing recreation opportunities at Westlake Park, which are well-used by the community. While it was included in 
this analysis, it is not recommended as a preferred location. 
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Site A9
• Site Area: ~1.3 ac
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Site A10
• Site Area: ~0.72 ac
• Tryon Creek Wastewater 

Treatment Plant
• Owned by City of Portland
• Lake Oswego and Portland 

are exploring building a new 
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to replace the old plant 
under a public-private 
partnership
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Site A11
• Site Area:

• Basketball/tennis courts: ~0.5 ac
• Baseball/softball fields: ~0.5 ac

• Westlake Park
• Owned by City of Lake 

Oswego
• Would require
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Site A12
• Site Area: ~0.9 ac
• Hazelia Dog Park
• Owned by City of 

Lake Oswego
• Development would 

first relocate dog 
park to Luscher 
property
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Site A13
• Site Area: ~1 ac
• C3 Church
• Privately owned 

(Christian City Church)
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Public Comment 
Received as of 12 PM on Thursday, September 29 



From: Rick Cook
To: Haggart, Kyra
Cc: Randy Yamada; Mario Campbell
Subject: A pickle or a dog, that is the question?
Date: Thursday, September 22, 2022 4:08:47 PM
Attachments: a pickle or a dog.png

Good afternoon Kyra,
What is the current thoughts on criteria for distance from a residential property?
Will the task force take into consideration the School that is being run at the C-3 
Church, also The Stafford Retirement property, along with the Carter House residence.
Think all the property lines are closer than 150 ft. 

So, is this actually in the running or just like some of the other site
that really never had a chance other than their lot size?  i.e. school properties?

Has anyone been looking for vacant warehouse spaces within the city limits, great fit,
help out businesses and put pickleball indoors?  Even if it's two or three sites across the city.

Will you forward this to the task force members to look at before the next meeting?

Thank you,
Rick
503-704-7034

mailto:rickjcook@frontier.com
mailto:khaggart@ci.oswego.or.us
mailto:yamada2@mindspring.com
mailto:mrmariocampbell@gmail.com




